Introduction {#sec1-1}
============

As per the World Health Organization (WHO) global estimates in 2014, almost 40% of adults are overweight (body mass index \[BMI\] ≥25 kg/m^2^) with nearly a third of them obese (BMI ≥30 kg/m^2^).\[[@ref1]\] India, with its rapid urbanization and changing socioeconomic landscape, is experiencing an increase in obesity rates among its population.\[[@ref2][@ref3][@ref4]\] In a recent nationally representative study, an estimated 135 million people were found to be suffering from generalized obesity and high prevalence rates were noted in both rural and urban areas.\[[@ref5]\] This rising trend has also been reflected in childhood obesity with several Indian and international studies showing alarmingly increasing trends over the last decade.\[[@ref6][@ref7][@ref8][@ref9]\] These figures make it clear that obesity is assuming epidemic proportions cutting across age, sociocultural and ethnic boundaries, thus becoming a significant public health issue.

Although the physical comorbidity burden in obesity is well established,\[[@ref10][@ref11]\] its relation to mental health is relatively less explored. In the last couple of decades, however, evidence is gradually accumulating on the association between various psychiatric disorders and obesity, particularly among those seeking treatment for the same.\[[@ref12][@ref13][@ref14]\] Despite this, knowledge gaps exist with regard to the strength and the direction of the association between obesity and various psychiatric conditions. Further, given the methodological differences between the studies, there is a need to synthesize the available evidence in this area so that clinicians and researchers have a better understanding of the links between obesity and psychiatric disorders. This has the potential to inform clinical evaluation and identify further research targets in this area such as the possible neurobiological links between obesity and psychiatric disorders. From a management perspective, it has been shown that early identification and management of common psychiatric problems can optimize outcomes among obesity patients presenting for surgical treatment. Hence, practicing clinicians need to be well informed about the same.

With this background, we carried out the present systematic review with the objective of summarizing the available evidence on the association between psychiatric illness and obesity with particular attention to the strength and direction of association and also the possible moderators in each postulated link. In this context, moderators refer to those variables that may influence the strength of relationship between two other variables (here, referring to psychiatry and obesity).

Materials and Methods {#sec1-2}
=====================

Inclusion and exclusion criteria {#sec2-1}
--------------------------------

Using the patient, intervention, comparison, outcomes, and study design criteria, all studies that assessed the association between obesity and psychiatric disorders or vice versa were included provided they met the following criteria:

The study provided a quantitative measure of association between obesity (explanatory variable) and specific psychiatric illness (outcome variable) or vice versa. Psychiatric outcomes should, necessarily, have been mentioned as "risk" to be included as it provides a quantitative estimate of the strength of the associationStudies done in populations with no prior medical comorbidities such as diabetes. This was done as chronic medical illness is a major confounder in the relationship between obesity and psychiatric illness\[[@ref15][@ref16]\]Studies that did not use alternate definitions of obesity such as abdominal obesity/sarcopenic obesityStudies published in English language peer-reviewed journals.

Search strategy and study selection {#sec2-2}
-----------------------------------

Electronic searches of MEDLINE through PubMed, ScienceDirect, PsycINFO, and Google Scholar were carried out from inception till October 2016. Our aim as stated above was to identify studies which directly looked into the association between psychiatric illness and obesity. "Psychiatric illness" was defined as any International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Edition coded category between F00 and F99. Obesity was defined as per the WHO definition based on BMI ≥30 kg/m^2^.\[[@ref1]\] For this review, literature search was carried out using random combinations of the following keywords -- "obesity"/"overweight"/"weight gain"/"weight changes" and "psychiatry"/"psychiatric illness"/"depression"/"anxiety"/"eating disorders (EDs)"/"binge eating"/"bulimia"/"personality disorders (PDs)"/"substance use"/"alcohol"/"nicotine"/"cannabis." The initial search was carried out in PubMed, after which a similar search was done in other search engines to identify relevant articles. A supplemental Google Search using random combinations of the above terms was also done to further comb the extant literature. There was no restriction on the date of publication.

The titles and abstracts of the studies that met broad inclusion criteria were examined independently by the two authors (VM and TMR). In case of inadequate information in the abstract, both the authors independently scrutinized the full texts of potentially relevant articles to select those that met the inclusion criteria for the present review. Any disagreements at this stage (e.g., which assessment point to choose in cohorts that were analyzed repeatedly) were sorted out through mutual discussion until consensus. Following this, consolidated list of abstracts was drawn up after removing duplicates. In addition, reference lists of included studies were manually examined to check for potential articles by both the authors independently. Citation indexing services and conference proceedings were not included in the present review, the latter primarily due to concerns about incomplete reporting of data and uncertainty about the study quality.

Data extraction and quality assessment {#sec2-3}
--------------------------------------

Quality assessment of included studies was performed concurrently with data extraction by the two authors independently. The data extracted from the articles include the author and year of study, place of conduct of study, characteristics of the study population, sample size, study design, primary objective, fully adjusted measure of association such as risk (either odds ratio \[OR\]/relative risk \[RR\]), and any significant moderators/mediators. We used an adapted version of the Newcastle--Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale to critically appraise the selected articles which fell into the category of observational studies. This tool has good psychometric properties such as content validity and inter-rater reliability.\[[@ref17]\] It includes items such as representativeness of sampling procedures, validity of assessment measures employed, response rate, and whether the study controlled for at least three essential confounders. Reporting on methodological aspects of a study than numerical scores has been suggested to be more appropriate for nonrandomized observational studies included in systematic reviews and hence this tool was preferred for quality assessment.\[[@ref18]\] A response rate of 60% was considered adequate, based on prior systematic reviews of observational studies.\[[@ref19]\] We rated the individual components of the quality assessment tool (criteria met, not met, not reported) and derived an overall rating for the quality of every study (high, moderate, poor) included in the review. Quality assessment was not separately done for systematic reviews and meta-analysis included but we relied on the authors' quality analysis reported in the paper. For effect estimates, we relied on values reported by the authors and did not calculate summary measures or perform additional analysis. We did not attempt a meta-analysis as none of the identified studies were randomized controlled trials.

Results {#sec1-3}
=======

The flowchart for literature search is shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. After applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 21 studies were identified for synthesis from an initial search yielding a combined total of 2424 articles. Majority of included studies were on depression (*n* = 15) while four were on anxiety and one each on PDs, EDs, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and alcohol use. Of these, two studies evaluated a range of psychiatric outcomes in obesity and have been described in appropriate sections. Thus, a total of 21 papers were included in the review of which eight were cross-sectional studies, six longitudinal, two systematic reviews, and five were meta-analyses papers. Quality assessment of observational studies showed that four studies were rated high on the quality assessment checklist and others were moderate (*n* = 10). Data extracted from the selected studies are presented in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

![Flowchart for literature search](JPGM-63-182-g001){#F1}

###### 

Characteristics of included studies

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Author, Year                            Place of conduct   Population Characteristics                            Type of study                             Primary Objective                                          Reported Findings                                                             Moderators/Modifiers/other Comments
  --------------------------------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Depression                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  Simon *et al*, 2006†\[[@ref20]\]        USA                Adults *N*=9125                                       Cross sectional                           Obesity vs psychiatric disorders association               Depression\                                                                   No gender difference\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        OR-1.21 (1.01-1.35)                                                           Racial difference present

                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Bipolar disorder\                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        OR-1.47 (1.12-1.93)                                                           

  Zhong *et al*, 2010\[[@ref21]\]         USA                General population *N*=2641                           Cross-sectional                           Depression in Obesity                                      OR=1.6 (1.3-2.0)                                                              \-

  Kim *et al*, 2010\[[@ref22]\]           South Korea        21-75 yr working population *N*=8,121                 Cross-sectional                           Depression in obesity                                      OR (female)\                                                                  Obesity and underweight risk for depression.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        1.47 (0.6-3.3)\                                                               Overweight protective
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        OR (male)\                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        1.94 (1.03-3.62)                                                              

  Mannan *et al*, 2016\[[@ref23]\]        Australia          Adolescents *N*=15854                                 Meta-analysis (of longitudinal studies)   Obesity vs Depression bidirectional association            O→D\* RR-1.4 (1.16-1.7)\                                                      Bidirectional link
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        D→O\*\* RR-1.7 (1.4-2.07)                                                     

  Pan *et al*, 2011\[[@ref24]\]           USA                Women-54-79 years *N*=65,955                          Longitudinal                              Obesity vs Depression bidirectional association            O→D\* OR 1.38 (1.2-1.5)\                                                      OR corrected for covariates
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        D→O\*\* OR 1.1 (1.03-1.18)                                                    

  De Wit *et al*, 2009\[[@ref25]\]        Netherlands        *N*=204,507                                           Meta-analysis                             Depression in obesity                                      Pooled OR 1.18 (1.01-1.3)                                                     Female gender- moderator

  Luppino *et al*, 2010\[[@ref26]\]       Netherlands        *N*=58,745                                            Meta-analysis of longitudinal studies     Obesity vs Depression bidirectional association            O→D\* OR-1.55 (1.2-1.98)\                                                     Overweight also risk factor for depression
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        D→O\*\* OR-1.58 (1.33-1.87)                                                   

  Richardson *et al*, 2003\[[@ref27]\]    USA                Adolescents followed up to adulthood *N*=1037         Longitudinal                              Obesity in depression                                      RR (Adolescent females)=2.329 (1.29-3.83)                                     Risk was significant only for adolescent females

  Marmorstein *et al*, 2014\[[@ref28]\]   USA                Adolescents followed up to adulthood *N*=1512         Longitudinal                              Prospective risk of obesity in depression and vice-versa   O→D\* OR 5.8 (2.3-15.0)\                                                      Finding significant only in females
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        D→O\*\* OR 3.76 (1.3-10.5)                                                    

  Herva *et al*, 2006\[[@ref29]\]         Finland            Adolescents followed up to young adulthood *N*=8451   Longitudinal                              Prospective risk of depression in obesity                  Adjusted OR (males) 1.97 (1.06-3.68) Adjusted OR (females) 1.64 (1.16-2.32)   Being obese both in adolescence and adulthood linked to depression only among females

  McCarty *et al*, 2009^†^\[[@ref30]\]    USA                Young Adults *N*=776                                  Longitudinal                              Association between obesity, depression and alcohol use    O→D\* OR (females) =2.14                                                      Obesity found to be protective against depression in males

  Blaine *et al*, 2008\[[@ref31]\]        USA                *N*\>33,000                                           Meta-analysis                             Obesity in depression                                      OR=1.18 (1.13-1.23)                                                           Risk more in adolescent females (OR-2.5)

  Hicken *et al*, 2013\[[@ref32]\]        USA                Women *N*=3666                                        Cross-sectional                           Obesity Vs Depression in different ethnic groups           OR- 1.73 (1.19-2.53)                                                          Race/ethnicity- moderator

  Ma J *et al*, 2010\[[@ref33]\]          USA                Women *N*=10,348                                      Cross sectional                           Obesity VS Depression correlation                          *r*=0.49                                                                      Severity of obesity moderator

  Atlantis *et al*, 2008\[[@ref34]\]      Australia          *N*=55,387                                            Systematic Review                         Obesity vs Depression bidirectional association            Evidence weak                                                                 .

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  Anxiety                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Simon *et al*, 2006†\[[@ref20]\]        USA                Adults *N*=9125                                       Cross sectional                           Obesity vs psychiatric disorders association               Panic disorder\                                                               No gender difference\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        OR-1.27 (1.01-1.6)                                                            Racial difference present

  Ejike *et al*, 2013\[[@ref35]\]         Nigeria            General population *N*=1584                           Cross sectional                           BMI Vs Anxiety score correlation                           *r*=0.024(males) *r*=0.083(females)                                           Correlation not significant

  Guedes *et al*, 2013\[[@ref36]\]        Brazil             18-50 yrs old *N*=50                                  Cross-sectional                           BMI Vs Anxiety and depression correlation                  Anxiety *r*=-0.15 Depression *r*=0.01                                         No significant correlation

  Gariepy *et al*, 2010\[[@ref37]\]       Canada             Pooled *N*=3,11,968                                   Meta-analysis                             Anxiety Vs obesity                                         Pooled OR 1.40 ( 1.23-1.57)                                                   Association significant in women

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  Personality disorder                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  Gerlach *et al*., 2015\[[@ref38]\]      Germany            68 included studies\                                  Systematic review                         PD in obesity                                              Prevalence of Any PD mean=26% (19-71%)                                        Cluster C predominant
                                                             Pooled *N*\>1,000,000                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  Eating disorders                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Darby *et al*, 2009\[[@ref39]\]         Australia          General population\                                   Longitudinal                              To assess rise in prevalence of comorbid obesity and ED    OR=4.5 (2.8-7.4)                                                              .
                                                             *N*=3001                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  ADHD                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

  Cortese *et al*, 2013\[[@ref40]\]       USA                Adults\                                               Cross sectional                           Persistent/remitted/lifetime ADHD VS Obesity               OR (persistent ADHD) 1.44 (1.06-1.95)                                         After adjusting for covariates, significant only in females with lifetime symptoms
                                                             *N*=34,653                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

  Alcohol use                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  McCarty *et al*, 2009†\[[@ref30]\]      USA                Young Adults\                                         Longitudinal                              Association between obesity, depression and alcohol use    Alcohol use to obesity OR-3.84 in women                                       Obesity found to be protective against depression in males
                                                             *N*=776                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Obesity and depression {#sec2-4}
----------------------

From the 15 studies identified in this area, three cross-sectional studies done in general adult population had an average OR of 1.33 for depression in obesity.\[[@ref20][@ref21][@ref22]\] This finding was replicated in a meta-analysis of longitudinal studies in adolescents with roughly similar odds of developing depression in obesity (OR: 1.4) and vice versa (OR: 1.7).\[[@ref23]\] Thus, the study provided evidence for a bidirectional link between obesity and depression with depressed adolescents having about 70% higher risk for being obese. Broadly, similar findings were also echoed in a 10-year prospective study on older women with obese people having 38% higher risk for developing depression and depressed people having 10% elevated risk for obesity compared to controls.\[[@ref24]\] These effect sizes were consistently higher among females (pooled OR: 1.32) than males (pooled OR: 1.00) in community-based studies suggesting a significant moderating role for gender in this relationship.\[[@ref25]\] In another exclusive meta-analysis of longitudinal studies, the odds of being depressed in obesity (OR: 1.55) and conversely, odds of obesity in depression (OR: 1.58) was similar.\[[@ref26]\] Findings from three longitudinal studies on adolescents/young adults show that the prospective risk of developing depression in obese individuals were significantly higher in females.\[[@ref27][@ref28][@ref29]\] One study, interestingly, also noted that obesity had a protective effect against depression in males (OR: 0.31) while it predicted depression among young women (OR: 2.14).\[[@ref30]\] Gender as a significant moderator of the obesity-depression association was also observed in the meta-analysis by Blaine, with a significantly higher risk (150%) among females (OR: 2.5).\[[@ref31]\] Other studies have noted the role of ethnicity as a possible moderator, wherein only in white women, obesity was associated with significantly greater likelihood of depression.\[[@ref32]\] Some evidence for severity of obesity as a possible moderator in the association between depression and obesity has also been observed with one study noting modest correlations between obesity indices and severity of depression (*r* = 0.49).\[[@ref33]\] Interestingly, Atlantis and Baker, in their systematic review of epidemiological studies aimed at determining whether obesity causes depression, have found weak evidence for obesity increasing incidence of depression and point out the need for methodologically rigorous prospective cohort studies in this regard.\[[@ref34]\]

Obesity and anxiety {#sec2-5}
-------------------

Among the four studies that were reviewed in this area, one found poor correlation between BMI and anxiety across both the genders (*r* = 0.024 in males and 0.083 in females),\[[@ref35]\] while another cross-sectional study also reported a similar lack of association between BMI and both anxiety and depression (*r* = 0.15 and 0.1, respectively).\[[@ref36]\] In a large nationally representative survey, where relationship of different psychiatric disorders in obesity was studied, the authors found that obese people had 27% increased lifetime risks of being diagnosed with panic disorder (OR: 1.27).\[[@ref20]\] In a meta-analysis that evaluated both prospective and cross-sectional studies separately,\[[@ref37]\] mixed results were observed in the two prospective studies with one study showing significant association between obesity and anxiety disorders only in men (OR for men 1.50 vs. women 0.99) while the other study, carried out only among women, showed an extremely high association (OR: 6.27). Hence, the moderating role of gender was inconclusive here. In the same meta-analysis, the 14 cross-sectional studies showed a positive but varying association (OR: 1.10--2.73). An inconsistency index of 84.3% was noted by the authors pointing toward significant heterogeneity in the results.

Obesity and personality disorders {#sec2-6}
---------------------------------

In the systematic review on 68 studies,\[[@ref38]\] the odds of having any PD was greater among obese people (OR: 1.2--1.95) and this relationship was directly proportional to the severity of obesity (24% risk in Class III obesity). Further, the association was more significant among females where the authors noted higher rates of avoidant and antisocial PD in females with severe obesity (38%) when compared to females without obesity (30%). This difference was not significant in men.

Obesity and eating disorders {#sec2-7}
----------------------------

Darby *et al*. conducted a study to assess time trends in the prevalence of comorbid ED in obesity over a 10-year period.\[[@ref39]\] Their findings showed that comorbid ED and obesity had increased from 1% to 3.5% over the study period. This rise in prevalence was significantly higher than increase in rates of obesity or ED alone.

Obesity and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder {#sec2-8}
----------------------------------------------------

In a large epidemiological study, the authors explored the association between adult obesity and lifetime/remitted/persisting ADHD. Adult persistent ADHD was found to be significantly associated with obesity (OR: 1.44).\[[@ref40]\] In women, the association was significant for all the three categories (remitted/persisting/lifetime ADHD). Notably, when corrected for possible confounders, association between obesity and lifetime ADHD continued to be significant only among females (adjusted OR: 1.09) but not in males (adjusted OR: 0.98).

Obesity and alcohol use {#sec2-9}
-----------------------

One longitudinal study, among young adults, explored prospective three-way association between obesity, depression, and alcohol use. In this study, alcohol use disorders prospectively predicted obesity only among women (OR: 3.84). Obesity, however, did not seem to be a clear risk factor for alcohol use.\[[@ref30]\]

Discussion {#sec1-4}
==========

Although a significant amount of literature is available on obesity and psychiatric illness, the current review has specifically looked into the strength of association of each psychiatric illness with obesity. Clearly, the evidence was more voluminous and strongest for depression, with most of the studies reporting significant association for the presence of depression in obesity.\[[@ref21][@ref22][@ref23][@ref24][@ref26][@ref28][@ref31][@ref32]\] However, most of these studies were cross-sectional in nature which cannot conclusively establish the cause-and-effect relationship between the two conditions due to design limitations. This can only be established through longitudinal research designs. Only few such longitudinal studies were available which gave evidence for a reciprocal link between depression and obesity and this was replicated in a meta-analysis paper also which provides stronger evidence of the association.\[[@ref23][@ref24][@ref26][@ref34]\] Variability in effect sizes across studies may stem from methodological differences such as the cutoffs used for measuring BMI, methods used to measure psychiatric outcomes such as depression (clinical vs. rating scales), varying lengths of follow-up in longitudinal designs and the nature of effect estimate used (RR vs. absolute risk estimates). Subgroup analysis based on parameters such as age, gender, and differences in measurement methods were reported in a few studies and this may also have contributed to some of the differences observed.

The role of gender as a moderator in this relationship was evident in a handful of studies that showed greater effect sizes in females,\[[@ref22][@ref25][@ref28]\] and specifically, in adolescent females.\[[@ref27][@ref31]\] The earlier onset of puberty in females and the complex hormonal and biological changes that accompany this phenomenon may result in earlier onset of obesity among females and this may persist from adolescence to adulthood.\[[@ref41][@ref42]\] The inherently higher dissatisfaction with their bodies among females combined with societal pressures to remain thin may affect self-esteem and enhance stress, which may further increase the risk of both obesity and depression preferentially among females across life span.\[[@ref43][@ref44]\] One study provided preliminary evidence of the role of ethnicity as a possible moderator.\[[@ref32]\] Other moderators identified included severity of obesity.\[[@ref33]\] A few studies have shown that both overweight and obesity were risk factors for depression,\[[@ref26]\] whereas few studies have pointed out that overweight is actually a protective factor against depression.\[[@ref22]\] Clearly, this disparity needs to be addressed in future studies with appropriate designs. The mechanisms postulated for depression in obesity include the social dimensions of weight such as negative self-perceptions and stigma as well as the health consequences of being overweight.\[[@ref45][@ref46][@ref47]\] Conversely, the mechanisms leading to obesity in depression mostly focus on ethnic and lifestyle factors.\[[@ref48]\] Recently, the role of serotonin and particularly, the 5-hydroxytryptamine type 3 receptor has come under scrutiny as a therapeutic target to reduce the burden of comorbid depression and obesity.\[[@ref49]\]

For anxiety disorders, the number of studies was comparatively fewer. From the reviewed articles, the correlation between obesity and anxiety appears less robust in comparison to depression.\[[@ref35][@ref36]\] One study has shown that obese individuals had a higher odds of lifetime panic disorder.\[[@ref20]\] In the meta-analysis that was reviewed, though the pooled OR pointed toward a significant association, the inconsistency index was high.\[[@ref37]\] With the exception of specific phobia and social anxiety, evidence is largely mixed in studies which performed subgroup analysis by subtypes of anxiety disorders.\[[@ref50][@ref51][@ref52][@ref53]\] The relative lack of longitudinal studies assessing the relationship between anxiety disorders and obesity precludes clear conclusions regarding the direction of association.

The relationship between obesity and PDs appears complex. Few studies have explored specific personality traits in obese individuals and among these, neuroticism and impulsivity has been consistently replicated.\[[@ref54][@ref55][@ref56]\] Moreover, among obese people attending a bariatric surgery clinic, roughly a quarter had clinical evidence of borderline PD.\[[@ref57]\] Our review shows that the odds of having any PD in obese individuals are high and cluster C traits (avoidant/dependent) are often predominant.\[[@ref38]\]

EDs-obesity-other psychiatric illness could form a vicious cycle and many studies have looked into psychiatric illness in the context of comorbid ED and obesity. However, the direct association between ED and obesity has been rarely studied. In the only such study included in this review, the authors have shown that though ED and obesity are increasing in general population, the odds of having comorbid ED and obesity have increased around 4.5 times, indirectly pointing toward an underlying association between these disorders.\[[@ref39]\]

One prospective study has reported increased the prevalence of obesity in adults with a childhood history of ADHD.\[[@ref58]\] The study included in the present review looked into the strength of association of this relationship and pointed out that persistent ADHD in childhood was associated with obesity later and more so in females.\[[@ref40]\] However, as there are very few studies addressing this question, one needs to wait for more evidence before clinical recommendations can be made.

Several neuroimaging studies have implicated a common neurobiology in feeding and substance use such as reinforcement of the reward pathway.\[[@ref59][@ref60]\] As such, there has been a trend to consider obesity as a part of "addiction."\[[@ref61][@ref62]\] However, studies that explored the strength of this association are scarce. Here, we have reviewed an article which studied the interaction between obesity-substance use and depression and show that obesity rates were more in those with substance use disorders and this association was stronger in females.\[[@ref30]\]

Our findings have important clinical and research implications. With steadily increasing rates of obesity globally, an understanding of the impact of obesity on prevalence rates of mental disorders assumes significance. This may provide inputs from a mental health prevention and promotion standpoint. It may inform the development of prediction tools and better interventions. It may also spur research on the causal pathways and mechanisms mediating the relationship. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} represents an evidence based model for understanding the association between obesity and psychiatric disorders with key moderators in this relationship and is adapted from earlier works in this field.\[[@ref63]\]

![Evidence-based model for association between psychiatric disorders and obesity (moderators shown in ellipse and disorders in rectangle boxes - arrows indicate the direction of association observed)](JPGM-63-182-g002){#F2}

A growing body of evidence suggests that there may be pathophysiological links between psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and metabolic conditions such as obesity and diabetes.\[[@ref64][@ref65][@ref66][@ref67]\] Further, obesity (or high BMI) has been identified consistently as a risk factor for metabolic syndrome among psychiatric populations receiving treatment with agents such as clozapine.\[[@ref68][@ref69]\] This three-way link between obesity, metabolic syndrome, and psychiatric disorders presents significant opportunities to improve our understanding of pathogenesis of psychiatric disorders and develop newer therapeutic targets.

Psychiatric evaluation may be an important component of comprehensive obesity care and merits further evaluation. This can be expected to optimize therapeutic and functional outcomes. Furthermore, as the bidirectional link becomes apparent, the treatment of the psychiatric illness may bring down the obesity burden and vice versa. Future research opportunities in this area include clarifying the relation between obesity severity and clinical subtypes of depression and anxiety given the heterogeneous nature of these conditions. Researchers should also consider important methodological issues such as measuring obesity through objective rather than self-reported measures and possible confounders such as physical comorbidities to unravel the complex relationship between obesity and psychiatric illness.

Limitations of the present review include the confounding effects of unmeasured medical comorbidities and differences in the way outcomes were assessed. The included studies were quite heterogeneous in characteristics of the study population. As none of the included studies were randomized controlled trials, we did not perform a meta-analysis. We were unable to peruse certain databases due to limitations of institutional access. Furthermore, it is possible that some studies may have been missed as it did not fit our inclusion criteria or remain unpublished or unavailable on academic databases. We tried to keep the studies homogeneous with regard to their design and domains of outcome studied so as to render an interpretation of findings easier and that allied with the quality assessment done are advantages of the present review.

Conclusion {#sec1-5}
==========

Obesity and psychiatric illness are closely linked, and the evidence is strong and reciprocal for depression, modest, and inconsistent for anxiety disorders and inadequate for other psychiatric conditions. Apart from depression, the causal relationships between obesity and other psychiatric disorders could not be established from available data. Although both genders appeared to be at risk of psychiatric disorders in obesity and vice versa, many of these associations were stronger in females indicating a possible moderating role for gender in this relationship. Based on current evidence, there is a need to carry out a cost-effectiveness analysis of a multidisciplinary approach to the management of obesity.
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